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ABSTRACT: Surface covalent organic frameworks (SCOFs), featured by atomic thick sheet with covalently bonded organic building units, are promised to possess unique properties associated with reduced dimensionality, well-defined in-plane structure, and tunable functionality. Although a great deal of effort has been made to obtain SCOFs with different linkages and building blocks via both “top-down” exfoliation and “bottom-up” surface synthesis approaches, the obtained SCOFs generally suffer a low crystallinity, which impedes the understanding of intrinsic properties of the materials. Herein, we demonstrate a self-limiting solid–vapor interface reaction strategy to fabricate highly ordered SCOFs. The coupling reaction is tailored to take place at the solid–vapor interface by introducing one precursor via vaporization to the surface preloaded with the other precursor. Following this strategy, highly ordered honeycomb SCOFs with imine linkage are obtained. The controlled formation of SCOFs in our study shows the possibility of a rational design and synthesis of SCOFs with desired functionality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs), featured by the crystalline extended organic structures with covalently bonded building blocks, have attracted great attention since the first COF was reported in 2005.1 Aside from gas storage1−2 and catalytic application,4 interesting electronic and optoelectronic properties3−14 of the bulk COF materials have been demonstrated by engineering different functional building blocks into COF backbones.19

Surface covalent organic networks (SCOFs) are analogues to bulk COF materials except that they are ideally one-atom thick. The exotic electronic properties demonstrated on 2D inorganic materials, such as graphene and metal chalcogenide,15,16 reveal the importance of dimensionality and well-defined in-plane crystallinity for the materials properties. The SCOFs, especially those with backbones containing extended π conjugation, may also exhibit interesting in-plane carrier transportation behavior and are promising materials for applications in molecular electronics, sensors, and optoelectronic devices.17 Theoretical calculations predict that electronic properties of the SCOFs can be controlled by tailoring the topology of networks and the chemical properties of the building blocks as well.18−20 Generally, the approaches to obtain SCOFs on solid supports can be classified into the “top-down” and “bottom-up” strategies.21−23 Although the “top-down” exfoliation of layered bulk crystals is effective to obtain single-layered graphene and other metal chalcogenide materials,16 its application to bulk crystalline COF materials turns out to be practically difficult due to the unavailability of large-sized COF crystals and the tendency of multilayer formation after exfoliations.24−26 On the other hand, on-surface “bottom-up” synthesis is considered to be promising to construct SCOFs. Different types of organic coupling reactions, such as Ulmann radical coupling, polyimide formation, imine coupling, boronic anhydridation reaction, etc., have been accomplished directly on surfaces.27−43 Unfortunately, the prepared 2D SCOFs usually suffer from small domain sizes and large amounts of topological defects.

The special features of covalently bonded linkages require novel synthesis strategies for high-quality SCOFs. The formation of fully developed 2D SCOFs, in contrast to the 1D linear polymers, requires a precise control over the conformation of each building units. This turns out to be especially challenging considering the high bond strength and poor reversibility associated with the covalent bond. Recently, a strategy through the thermodynamic equilibrium manipulation has been developed to construct highly ordered 2D boroxine-based covalent networks.44,45 However, the synthesis of SCOFs with high quality based on bicomponent coupling reactions still faces a great challenge.
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2. RESULTS

Herein, we propose a self-limiting solid–vapor interface reaction method to grow large-scale highly ordered bicomponent 2D SCOFs. Figure 1 shows the scheme for the experimental design. Two different molecules with suitable reactive partner groups are selected as reaction precursors to form a 2D network. As shown in Figure 1b, one precursor (A) is first preloaded onto the substrate through drop-casting. Precursor B is then introduced, and the whole system is thereafter sealed up in a closed reactor with the presence of CuSO₄·5H₂O as thermodynamic regulation agent. By heating the reactor to a designated temperature, precursor B will vaporize and then land on the surface covered with precursor A. Accordingly, the covalent bond can form at the solid–vapor interface, leading to the growth of high quality SCOFs. During this process, the growth is determined by the gas phase dosing of precursor B, and the unwanted formation of disordered oligomers is effectively minimized. In our study, an imine bond has been chosen as the linkage for the SCOFs due to many merits of imine formation reaction, such as the easily accessible building blocks, high reversibility, and mild reaction conditions. The imine bond is widely known as a dynamic covalent bond and has been applied successfully to prepare crystalline bulk COF materials and organic cages recently. By employing the self-limiting solid–vapor interface reaction method, the synthesis of high-quality SCOFs with low defect density and large domain size is successfully achieved. The reaction equations for synthesis of SCOF-IC1 and SCOF-LZU1 are shown in Figure 1c,d, respectively.

2.1. Synthesis of SCOFs. Figure 2a shows a representative STM image of SCOF-IC1 obtained by condensation of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenyl)benzene (TAPB, 1) on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and gaseous terephthaldicarboxaldehyde (TPA, 2) in a closed system after heating at 150 °C for 3 h. A highly ordered honeycomb network structure is disclosed. The two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) of image in the inset shows well-defined 6-fold symmetry. The typical domain size of two-dimensional SCOF-IC1 can reach more than 200 × 200 nm² with few defects (see Supporting Information). By comparing with the atomic image of underlying HOPG lattice, the SCOF-IC1 networks are determined to grow at fixed orientation relative to the HOPG surface (see Supporting Information). Figure 2b displays a high-resolution STM image of SCOF-IC1. Structural analysis of the network shows the lattice parameter 3.8 ± 0.2 nm is in agreement with the expected size of 3.92 nm by density functional theory (DFT) calculation, and thus confirms the covalent formation of the imine-linked SCOF-IC1.

Similarly, we can obtain SCOF-LZU1 by condensation of precursors equipped with 3 aldehyde groups and 2 amino groups, namely, 1,3,5-triformyl-benzene (TFB, 3) and p-phenylenediamine (PPDA, 4). Figure 3a reveals a highly ordered honeycomb network of SCOF-LZU1. The two-dimensional FFT of image in the inset shows well-defined 6-fold symmetry. The typical domain size of two-dimensional SCOF-LZU1 with rare defects can attain more than 350 × 350 nm² (see Supporting Information). Figure 3b displays a high-resolution STM image of SCOF-LZU1. Structural analysis of the network shows the lattice parameter 2.2 ± 0.2 nm is in agreement with the expected size of 2.22 nm by DFT calculation, and thus confirms the covalent formation of the imine-linked SCOF-LZU1.
Figure 3. STM images and a structural model for SCOF-LZU1. (a) Large-scale STM image (100 × 100 nm²) of SCOF-LZU1 with the inset depicting the corresponding FFT spectrum of the STM image. (b) High resolution STM image (20 × 20 nm²) of SCOF-LZU1. (c) A structural model with the measured structural parameter for SCOF-LZU1. Imaging conditions: $V_{bias} = 620$ mV, $I_t = 536$ pA.

Figure 4. Effect of reaction temperature on SCOF-IC1 growth. STM images (a, c, e, 80 × 80 nm²) and the corresponding delineated images (b, d, f) of SCOF-IC1 obtained at 110 °C (a, b), 120 °C (c, d), and 150 °C (e, f). The quality of SCOF is qualitatively evaluated by counting the coverage of hexagon on surface. Imaging conditions: (a) $V_{bias} = 762$ mV, $I_t = 500$ pA; (b) $V_{bias} = 700$ mV, $I_t = 500$ pA; (c) $V_{bias} = 700$ mV, $I_t = 500$ pA.

2.2. Effect of Precursor Coverage. We find that the coverage of precursors on HOPG, temperature, and the reaction equilibrium agent (H₂O releasing compounds) are the important factors affecting the quality of SCOFs. Taking SCOF-IC1 as an example, Supporting Information Figure S5 shows a series of STM images of SCOF-IC1 obtained with HOPG loaded with different coverage of TAPB (1). When 5 μL of $10^{-5}$ M tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution is used to cast TAPB film, scattered SCOF-IC1 flakes are obtained. The SCOF-IC1 flakes are always arranged with the same orientation, which implies the oriented growth of the SCOF-IC1 network on HOPG substrate (Supporting Information Figures S2 and S6). The high-quality SCOF with typical domain size of more than 200 × 200 nm² can be routinely obtained (see Supporting Information). When a TAPB (1) solution with concentration of $10^{-4}$ M is used to cast thin film, the domain size starts shrinking, and the domain boundaries are formed by coalescing neighboring domains together with zigzag borderlines (see Supporting Information). We thus speculate that, after the nuclei formation, the SCOF-IC1 grows until neighboring domains meet together to form domain boundaries. The domains possess the same orientation as determined by their nuclei on the HOPG surface. The domain size is affected by the number of nuclei and thereby the coverage of TAPB (1). Interestingly, we notice that the domain boundary is always terminated by the triangular shape TAPB (1) molecules (see Supporting Information), which implies the excess of TAPB (1) relative to the vaporized precursor TPA (2) on the HOPG surface. Finally, deteriorative results of disordered clusters emerge, when TAPB (1) coverage is even higher.

2.3. Effect of Temperature. The reaction temperature also has a profound effect on SCOF-IC1 formation. Figure 4 shows representative STM images of SCOF-IC1 obtained at different reaction temperatures. At 110 °C, many oligomers tend to emerge, and only a few networks are formed. The results are ascribed to an insufficient vapor pressure of TAP at lower temperatures or low diffusion rate of precursor TAPB (1) on HOPG surface. The disordered oligomers act on defects and are detrimental for large-scale network formation. Statistical analysis indicates that only 2% of the surface is covered by the six-membered rings of the covalent network in SCOF-IC1 flakes (Figure 4a,b). With the elevation of temperature to 120 °C, the SCOF-IC1 networks can undergo orientated growth after nuclei formation. Nevertheless, a few topological defects always exist in the SCOF-IC1 flakes with order degree of 63% (Figure 4c,d). At 150 °C, large-scale SCOF-IC1 networks with few topological defects can be obtained, and the coverage of six-member rings can attain to 98% (Figure 4e,f). The evaporation rate of precursor TPF (2) and the diffusion rate of TAPB (1) on surface are believed to be optimal to ensure the effective attachment of TPF (2) and TAPB (1) in SCOF-IC1 flakes successively. At the same time, the reversibility of the reaction can be elevated by increasing the reaction temperature...
following the principle of Le Chatelier. Therefore, the ability of self-healing can be boosted at higher reaction temperature leading to the high-quality SCOF. However, at even higher reaction temperature 180 °C, only bare small networks can be observed on HOPG surfaces by STM, possibly due to the sublimation of precursors, the decomposition of SCOF-IC1 networks, and/or uncontrollable complex side reactions between precursors (see Supporting Information).

2.4. Effect of Thermodynamic Regulation Agent. The designated amount of H2O releasing agent, typically CuSO4·5H2O, is always placed in the closed autoclaves during the SCOFs synthesis process. The H2O releasing agent can release water vapor during the heating process and increase the reversibility of aldehyde–amine coupling reaction. The regulation of the thermodynamic equilibrium for the covalent bond formation by introducing a small amount of water into a closed reaction system has been previously demonstrated for the synthesis of SCOF via boronic anhydride. Therefore, the same principle is operated in the present system, and the details are not described here.

3. DISCUSSION

Figure 5a shows the schematic growth process of SCOFs. When the vapor pressure of precursor B builds up during heating the reactor, the coupling of reactive groups separately carried by precursors A and B results in the nucleation of the SCOF. Since the rate at which precursor B reaches the surface and reacts is very low, the freshly vaporized precursor B, or the freshed formed small oligomer, can diffuse on the surface and attach to the available SCOF nuclei, resulting in the growth of the SCOF. In this way, the unwanted growth of the thermodynamically unstable oligomers and the SCOF defects are minimized. In addition, the SCOF is always terminated by the reactive groups carried by precursor A, due to the quick diffusion and excess of precursor A available relative to the vaporized precursor B on HOPG surface. The feature of the present method is that the reaction takes place on the vapor–solid interface and is self-limited by capping reactive groups of precursor A. Following this method, highly ordered 2D networks with large domain size and completely π-conjugated architectures are obtained. The time-dependent SCOF-LZU1 flake growth process from HOPG edge to cover the whole terrace (see Supporting Information) provides supportive evidence for the mechanism proposed above. The order of monomer introduction is determined by the vapor pressure of the precursors. No expected SCOFs are formed if the order of monomer introduction is reversed, since higher vapor pressure precursor B would have been fully vaporized before precursor A reaches the surfaces (see Supporting Information).

We also carried out the control experiments to construct SCOFs by heating the HOPG surfaces loaded with the two starting molecules together with water in a closed system, as schematically shown in Figure 5b. The molecular-level mixing of precursors on surfaces results in the immediate occurrence of large amounts of nuclei. The resulting oligomers do not have enough mobility and flexibility to reach the most stable conformations thermodynamically, thus resulting in the formation of the SCOF with small ordered domains and lots of irregular polygons (see Supporting Information). The scenarios can be pretty deteriorative when high-molecular-weight and thus low-mobility precursors are employed, as exemplified in Supporting Information.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we demonstrate a self-limiting solid–vapor interface reaction strategy for the construction of large-scale high-quality SCOFs. This strategy can be a general protocol to accomplish other kinds of bicomponent chemical reactions, not limited to Schiff-base reaction, the specific example we reported here. In contrast to the reactions that happened in solution, stoichiometric ratio control of precursors is not strictly required for the solid–vapor interface reaction. A mechanism of nucleation and orientated growth for the self-limiting solid–vapor interface reaction method is proposed. Further application of protocol developed in the present work to other coupling reactions will pave the way to rational design and synthesis of single-layered SCOFs with desired functionality.
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